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Olive Medical to Showcase 1080p HD All-In-One
Visualization System for ENT Procedures at AAOHNSF Annual Meeting
PR Newswire
Olive Medical Corporation of Salt Lake City, UT announces the showcase of the
OVS1 ALL-IN-ONE HD Visualization system at the AAO-HNSF Annual Meeting & OTO
Expo in Vancouver, BC Canada from September 29 – October 2 at BOOTH #542.
The OVS1 has achieved both 510(k) and CE mark clearance and is the world's only
lightweight, compact complete HD visualization system for in-office head and neck
procedures. The unique OVS1 office system boasts a crisp 1080p HD image, LED
light source, and touch-screen interface, bringing OR quality imaging to the
physician office for the first time.
The OVS1 product includes a two year manufacturer's warranty and is compatible
with Olive Medical's TCK1 HD Camera Head, the first camera head of its kind to use
a native HD CMOS imaging sensor to capture a Full 1080p image – making it the
fastest, safest and most affordable HD image available on the market today.
"The Olive Medical OVS1 has great, high quality optics resulting in superior picture
definition. It has a very compact footprint and is easy to setup and use; it feels like
an Apple product" - Josh Werber, MD, Great Neck ENT, EOS Sleep, Great Neck, NY
"The Olive Medical OVS1 provides superior video quality and portability that is an
unbeatable combination for in-office exams and procedures"- Matthew Mingrone,
MD, Director of Western Region, EOS Sleep, San Francisco
The complete OVS1 system will include a camera control unit, LED light source, 12.1
inch capacitive touch high bright display, TCK1 HD Camera Head, c-mount zoom
coupler and a fiber optic light cable in a compact portable package. The OVS1 is
compatible with any standard eye piece rigid or flexible endoscope, in addition to
Olive Medical's own HD optimized endoscope line. All this equipment can be
obtained at a show special price of $9995.00 (USD) if purchased during exhibition
hours. Additionally, Olive Medical will be offering a special discount for the
purchase of the OVS1 integrated HD video recording and networking option that will
be available in Q1 2014.
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